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Billabong High International School Kelambakkam held the lantern high to spread awareness on
Pollution and tuberculosis in the neighborhood community at Changanmal, Chennai. This awareness
drive was organized as a part of their ECO club that centers on the core values of Health, Global
Integration and Environment.
The children commenced the campaign laden with plaque cards voicing out slogans on pollution and
tuberculosis along with their teachers from school. Adding a unique touch to this drive, the students took
to bicycles projecting the benefits of the two wheeled fuel free wonder.
Having reached their campaign destination the children took turns to share their views on saving fuel
and preventing tuberculosis. Dr.Rehab Nainar the Managing Trustee of Rayyan Educational Trust
validated their views by sharing her point of view on Tuberculosis and its prevention as a Doctor. This
awareness drive marked the start of a change that will surge to good health and public wellness.
The awareness drive was featured in Malaimalar Tamil newspaper as well!!

Senior Kindergarten Graduation Ceremony
The ceremonies at BHIS-K are always celebrated with a dash of difference and the Sr.KG Graduation
Ceremony was bursting with exceptional distinctiveness indeed!! As the tiny seniors of Kangaroo Kids
completed their tenure in Kindergarten school and were making their huge leap into a completely fresh
world of primary schooling, the teachers and juniors had a huge Graduation Ceremony planned for them.
The event launched with a prayer by the Jr.KG children and was followed by the welcome of the Chief
Guest and other dignitaries. The ceremony was graced by the aspiring pediatrician and Trustee of Rayyan
Educational Trust Dr.Rehab Nainar. The parent guest of honour for the event were the parents of little
Dhvithy Krishnan from Jr.KG: Mrs. and Mr. Krishnan.
The graceful dancers of Kindergarten took to stage and danced their way to everyone’s heart. Following
this, the Sr.KG children dressed in Graduation robes and capes walked the stage and were felicitated with
Graduation certificates and scrolls. A delicious school baked cake was cut to commemorate the
achievement of the little scholars.
Having achieved their pioneer milestone the graduates sang a song reflecting upon their journey in
Kindergarten. Another heart stealing performance was when the teachers sang a beautiful and
heartwarming song for their beloved students.
As the ceremony reached a positive conclusion, the Chief Guest addressed the gathering and inspired one
and all with her enthusiastic speech. The surprise of the day was a video message from our guardian
angel, our Chairperson Mr.Yasir Nainar. The programme culminated with a note by our Principal Ma’am,
Ms.Asma Nainar, who wished the young graduates the best in their future endeavors.
We are certain that these little ones will bloom into great individuals.

Summer Fresh flavours wafted from BHIS-K kitchen as students and parents of March born children
flocked to sample the scrumptious treat on display. Adding to the excitement were the presence of
students joining us the next academic year along with their parents. The dining hall echoed with peals
of laughter and merriment from the kids enjoying the delectable spread. This luncheon was a grand
platform. for interaction and networking between the staff and the parents.

Movie Time !!!
After a scrumptious meal
the children got the chance
to sit together with their
buddies from across all
grades and watch a movie!
The movie critiques inside
them were instigated as
they shared their opinions
on the famous movie
Bicentennial Man!

Here are a few glimpses of the culminating activity conducted in Grade 1 and 2.

Our little magicians of Grade 1 set the stage on fire with
magic at BHIS-K. Using the magical words Abra Ka
daabra, Sahasra and Tanushckaa made a paper cup float in
air. Pawan Sai and Promita made a coin disappear within
a transparent glass. Maanasa and Iniya surprised everyone
by giving them flowers from a raw egg instead of egg yolk.
Ovi and Saathvika magically changed a single coin into
double then triple and earned applause for the trick. These
little magicians for sure left the audience mesmerized and
clueless of how they managed to pull off such professional
tricks!

As the denouement of a wonderful academic year was reaching its fullest, the
Grade 4 children were all ardent to venture the path of dumb charades. This word
guessing game helped build their acting skills as they competed against each
other in teams to guess words they had learned in Science and English through
the academic year. This fun game was fruitful as they reflected on their learning
while their confidence and creativity got a revamp.

Festive Celebrations
Priya Singh mother of Pratyush Singh of grade 4 shared her festive CELEBRATIONS with the staff of
BHIS-K. This kind gesture will be cherished for years to come as celebrations are always the coming
together of people and making memories!

The journey towards education and knowledge is a never ending one as we are all destined to be lifelong
learners!
Here are some important announcements for you!
Marking the end of a magnificent Academic year we have the Parent teacher meet scheduled on 30th
March 2019. This PTM shall see the cumulative performance of each student as they voyage into a
brand new grade with wider expectations.
Following the PTM, the children shall enjoy another week at home relishing the amenity of family and
neighborhood friends.
On 6th April 2019 the parent orientation ceremony is scheduled to ensure 100% clarity of the
functioning of our school.
The new academic year 2019-20 shall kick start from 8th April 2019 as the students will join back to
acquire knowledge and wisdom.
The coming academic year shall see the rise of BHIS-K and shall set the platform for our young stars to
glow brighter and bigger!

Until then, ‘Cherries Weekly newsletter’ bids adieu for an extravagant makeover session!!
When we meet again you will behold an all new version of our in-house newsletter. Stay
tuned!!

